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ABSTRACT

A Rational Biomimetic Approach to Structure Defect Generation in Colloidal Nanocrystals

Report Title

Controlling the morphology of nanocrystals (NCs) is of paramount

importance for both fundamental studies and practical applications.

The morphology of NCs is determined by the seed structure and the following

facet growth. While means for directing facet formation in NC growth have

been extensively studied, rational strategies for the production of NCs bearing

structure defects in seeds have been much less explored. Here, we report

mechanistic investigations of high density twin formation induced by specific

peptides in platinum (Pt) NC growth, on the basis of which we derive principles

that can serve as guidelines for the rational design of molecular surfactants to

introduce high yield twinning in noble metal NC syntheses. Two synergistic

factors are identified in producing twinned Pt NCs with the peptide: (1) the

altered reduction kinetics and crystal growth pathway as a result of the complex formation between the histidine 
residue on the peptide and Pt ions, and

(2) the preferential stabilization of {111} planes upon the formation of twinned seeds. We further apply the 
discovered principles to the design of small

organic molecules bearing similar binding motifs as ligands/surfactants to create single and multiple twinned Pd and 
Rh NCs. Our studies demonstrate the

rich information derived from biomimetic synthesis and the broad applicability of biomimetic principles to NC 
synthesis for diverse property tailoring.
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M
anipulating the morphology of
nanocrystals (NCs) has attracted
intense research interests during

the past decades due to its fundamental
importance and practical applications from
catalysis to devices.1�5 NCs with finely tuned
sizes and shapes also lay the foundation of
various controlled assembly processes.6,7 In
the classic LaMermodel, the formation ofNCs
usually involves two steps: the initial nuclea-
tion of seeds and the following NC growth.8,9

Following such guidelines, multiple strategies
have been developed to manipulate the
shapes of NCs, the majority of which focus
on tuning the surface energy of facets at
the growth stage by choosing appropriate
capping agents.1,8�10 Nevertheless, the final
morphologyof aNC isdeterminednotonlyby
its displayed facets but also by its initial seed
structure, e.g., single-crystal vs twinned (single

twinned, multiple twinned, etc.).8,9,11 There-
fore, controlling the initial seed structure can
further enrich availablemeans for theNCmor-
phology control. Oxidative etching has been
used to preserve single-crystal seeds and to
eliminate twinned seeds for several metal NCs
(Ag, Pd, etc.);12,13 while under certain circum-
stance, twinnedseedsaredesirable for creating
more complex shapes with internal twinned
structures (bipyramid, dodecahedron, icosahe-
dron, etc.), which have implied influences on
NC properties such as catalytic performance,
plasmonic response, etc.5,11�14 Nonetheless,
fewer strategies are available to rationally gen-
erate twinned seeds for metal NCs.8,9,15�18

Twinning is an important subject in the
field of crystal growth and has been exten-
sively studied inbulkmaterials or on substrates
during vapor deposition for decades.19�22

More recently, twinning in NCs has started to

* Address correspondence to
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ABSTRACT Controlling the morphology of nanocrystals (NCs) is of para-

mount importance for both fundamental studies and practical applications.

The morphology of NCs is determined by the seed structure and the following

facet growth. While means for directing facet formation in NC growth have

been extensively studied, rational strategies for the production of NCs bearing

structure defects in seeds have been much less explored. Here, we report

mechanistic investigations of high density twin formation induced by specific

peptides in platinum (Pt) NC growth, on the basis of which we derive principles

that can serve as guidelines for the rational design of molecular surfactants to

introduce high yield twinning in noble metal NC syntheses. Two synergistic

factors are identified in producing twinned Pt NCs with the peptide: (1) the

altered reduction kinetics and crystal growth pathway as a result of the complex formation between the histidine residue on the peptide and Pt ions, and

(2) the preferential stabilization of {111} planes upon the formation of twinned seeds. We further apply the discovered principles to the design of small

organic molecules bearing similar binding motifs as ligands/surfactants to create single and multiple twinned Pd and Rh NCs. Our studies demonstrate the

rich information derived from biomimetic synthesis and the broad applicability of biomimetic principles to NC synthesis for diverse property tailoring.

KEYWORDS: noble metal nanocrystals . defect generation . inorganic binding peptides . imidazole complexes . reduction kinetics .
attachment growth . catalytic properties
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attractmore attention owing to its importance in under-
standing the shape evolution of NCs and in creation of
twinned NCs for desired applications.11,14,15,23�26 For
example, twinned NCs have demonstrated superior
performance than their single-crystal counterparts in
some catalytic and electrocatalytic reactions.14 How-
ever, twin formation processes in colloidal NCs are still
vaguely understood due to complicated growth envi-
ronment (solvent, surfactant, etc.) and different possible
growing pathways.8�18,24,25,27,28 For example, in situ

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies
have revealed that both monomer addition and cluster
coalescence coexist during platinum (Pt) NC growth,
and that structural rearrangement can occur upon
coalescence.27,28 Also, surfactant molecules have
been observed to affect the NC nucleation�growth
process.8,9,11,27 While intriguing, so far, the effects of
surfactants on NC growth remains a subject requiring
further exploration, the understanding of which can
enable the design and utilization of surfactant molecules
for engineering twinnedstructures inNCs.27,28 In thiswork,
wedemonstrate abiomimetic approach to reveal the roles
of specific peptide surfactant molecules in determining
the twin formation in colloidal Pt NCs, and furthermore,
we generalize the underlying mechanism to design small
molecular surfactants that can promote the formation
of single and multiple twinned noble metal NCs.
Nature has demonstrated unrivalled capability of

engineering complex material structures through molec-
ular recognition.29 Inspired by the natural biomineraliza-
tionprocess, peptide-directedbiomimetic syntheses have
appeared as a promising material fabrication method.30

Various inorganic binding peptides have been exploited
and often deliver unique synthetic results.29�33 For in-
stance, a specific peptide molecule (Thr-Leu-His-Val-
Ser-Ser-Tyr, TLHVSSY, named BP7A) has been shown to
mediate the growth of single twinned structure in Pt NCs,
whichhadnotbeen reportedbefore.31However, informa-
tion regarding peptide-material interaction uponmaterial
formation requires further exploration,which is imperative
for the fundamental understanding of organic�inorganic
interface as well as the de novo material synthetic
design.34�37

In this study, we aim to investigate the mechanism
by which the BP7A peptide introduces twinning in
colloidal Pt NCs, and to explore new protocols for
artificial manipulation of more complex structures
during NC synthesis. Through combined experimental
and computational efforts, we have identified two
synergetic effects in generating the twinned Pt NCs
in the system, i.e., the reduced reduction kinetics
through complex formation and the selective stabiliza-
tion of {111} facet upon twin seed formation. We
further demonstrate that the derived principles can
be used to design small organic molecular surfactants
to generate twinned noble metal NCs, such as palla-
dium (Pd) and rhodium (Rh) NCs, as expected. Twin

defects in NCs have recently been reported to be
more catalytically active than its single-crystal counter
parts.14,38 To this end, we show that the catalytic
activity of twinned Pd NCs is indeed much higher than
single-crystal Pd NCs in nitrobenzene hydrogenation
reaction. Overall, our studies demonstrate the rich
information one could derive from biomimetic synthe-
sis, and the broad applicability of biomimetic principles
to engineering colloidal NC structures for many poten-
tial applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Twinning (or stacking fault) on {111} plane is the
most common structural defect for face-centered-cu-
bic (FCC) metals.21 It can also occur in a single colloidal
NC, commonly in the form of planar twin or multiple
twins.8,9,11 Ideally, a single-crystal NC (FCC) under thermo-
dynamic equilibrium would adopt a near cuboctahedral
shape (Wulff polyhedron) bounded by the low energy
{111} and {100} facets. The occurrence of twins would
break this symmetry leading to anisotropic shapes, such
as multipods and plates (planar twins), decahedra (5-fold
twins), and icosahedra (20-fold twins). The inclusion of
twins in a NC can lead to increased internal strain energy,
which can be compensated by increased ratio of low
energy {111} planes on the surface.26 Previous studies
have shown that single twinned planes in Pt NCs led to a
distinct anisotropic multipods morphology, which has
also been observed in BP7A mediated Pt NC growth.31,39

In this study,weexamine theeffectof variouspeptideson
Pt NC growth by looking at the final morphologies of
the Pt NC products, i.e., using the final population of Pt
multipods as an indicator of the twin formation intro-
duced by the peptides.
Inorganic binding peptides identified through com-

binatorial methods are usually diverse in sequences,
yet various experimental studies have suggested that
certain fragment of a sequence plays a determinant
role in the specific binding and functionality.34�37 To
determine which part of BP7A is responsible for the
twin formation, we designed a set of BP7A variants
through shuffling of residues, truncations into smaller
fragments and substitutions of specific residues in
the original BP7A, as listed in Table S1 (Supporting
Information). We first randomly shuffled BP7A to a new
sequence, THSVSLY (termed BP7A-1), to investigate the
effect of the specific arrangement of residues in the
original BP7A. The BP7A sequence contains several
chemical binding motifs, including hydroxyl groups, a
phenol group and an imidazole group, all of which
have been shown to possess relatively strong binding
tometal surfaces.29,30,32�35,40,41 The imidazole group is
located near the N-terminal of the sequence, while the
hydroxyl groups are located near the C-terminal of the
sequence. Therefore, we truncated BP7A sequence in
the middle, yielding TLHV and SSY, to determine the
effects of hydroxyl groups and the imidazole group
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separately. After observing the dominant role of TLHV
in the twin formation, we substituted histidine (H) with
glycine (G) in both BP7A and TLHV, giving TLGVSSY
(termed BP7A-G) and TLGV, to examine the effect of
histidine residue. Several more variants, including
shuffled sequences TSHVSLY (termed BP7A-2) and
TLVH, were designed to further delineate the effects
of the residue arrangement and the specific chemical
functions of the residues, as presented in Figure S1
(Supporting Information) and discussed in the follow-
ing section.
We applied the as-designed BP7A variants as surfac-

tant for Pt NC synthesis under the same reaction
conditions. As shown in Figure 1, different variants
produce quite different NCmorphologies. The shuffled
variants BP7A-1 (Figure 1b) and BP7A-2 (Figure S1,
Supporting Information) produce multipods similar to
BP7A (Figure 1a), suggesting the residue arrangement
on the sequence is not a determinant factor in twin
formation. On the other hand, the two fragments TLHV
and SSY produce quite contrastive shapes. TLHV gives
multipods morphology similar to that produced by the
original BP7A, indicative of twin formation, only with
shorter pods (Figure 1c). However, SSY generates near-
spherical shape (Figure 1d) that is the characteristic of
single-crystal cuboctahedra. We further performed high
resolution TEM (HRTEM) characterizations (Figure 2), and
confirmed that many of the multipods produced by the
shuffled sequence BP7A-1 (Figure 2a�c) and the frag-
ment TLHV (Figure 2d�f) indeed possess twin structures
along the pods, similar to the original BP7A peptide,31

while the near spherical NCs produced by the fragment
SSY are single-crystal cuboctahedra (Figure 2g). This

suggests that the N-terminal part of the sequence, i.e.,
TLHV, is responsible for the formation of twin planes. We
further shuffled TLHV to TLVH, and observed similar
multipods morphology, suggesting that twin formation
may be induced by a specific residue on the fragment
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). Circular dichroism
(CD) measurement also suggests that the peptides are
largely random coil in solution without forming specific
secondary structures (FigureS2, Supporting Information).
Comparing residues on TLHV and SSY, TLHV has an
additional imidazole functional group on the histidine
residue, which has been suggested to be a strong binder
to various metal surfaces.42 We hence replaced histidine
with glycine in both BP7A (BP7A-G, TLGVSSY) and TLHV
(TLGV), and observed that instead of multipods, Pt NCs
produced by BP7A-G and TLGV display near spherical
shapes without twins (Figure 1e�f, Figure 2h,i), confirm-
ing the effect of histidine residue in introducing twinning
in Pt NCs.
We further investigated the specific role of histidine

in introducing twin formation during Pt NC growth.
First, TEM images of Pt NCs captured at the beginning
stage of the reactions (t = 15 s) show an average seed
size of 3.22 nm for the reaction with BP7A (Figure 3b),
and an average size of 6.66 nm for the reaction with
BP7A-G (Figure 3a), which indicate the histidine con-
taining peptides greatly slow down the NC growth
kinetics. The smaller seeds from the reaction with BP7A
frequently show twinned structures (∼40% frequency
under HRTEM, representative HRTEM image in Figure 3b
inset), the larger seeds from the reaction with BP7A-G
mainly appear single-crystalline (representative HRTEM
image in Figure 3a inset), indicating increased twinning

Figure 1. TEM images of Pt NCs synthesized with different BP7A variants. Conditions were kept the same for all reactions,
i.e., 1 mM H2PtCl6, 1 mM ascorbic acid, 0.08 mM NaBH4, 10 μg/mL peptide, 1 h reaction time. Twinned multipods are the
main morphologies produced in reactions (a�c), while single-crystalline cuboctahedra are the main shapes formed in
reactions (d�f).
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event in smaller clusters. Notably, many of the seeds pro-
duced by BP7A show nonspherical shapes. We per-
formed tilting HRTEM (Figure 3c,d) and observed the
seed bears a twin plane (indicated by the blue dashed line
in Figure 3d), which might contribute to its nonspherical
shape, confirming increased twinning frequency among
the smaller seeds. Interestingly, when BP7A peptide was
introduced at a later time frame, i.e., at 30 s after the
reaction started, NCs show different growth modes. They
firstquicklygrow intocuboctahedral shapes in theabsence
of the peptide (Figure 3e), then switch to attachment of
small clusters to the corners of the cuboctahedral cores
after BP7Awas introduced (Figure 3f�h, small clusters are
indicated by white arrows), suggesting that the peptide
switchesNCgrowthpattern into small cluster attachment.
The formation of smaller clusters in the presence

of histidine containing peptide might originate from
two aspects: (1) complex formation between the pre-
cursor and the peptide leading to slower reduction
kinetics; (2) tight binding of the peptide to crystal
surface. First, we carried out 1D 1H NMR studies to
investigate the interaction between Pt precursor ions
and the peptide (Figure 3i).36 We first tested BP7A

peptide with H2PtCl6 (Pt(IV)), but did not observe notice-
able peak shift (Figure S3, Supporting Information). How-
ever, notablepeak shift and linebroadeningwasobserved
in BP7A peptides with K2PtCl4 (Pt(II)) (Figure 3i, full
spectrum in Figure S4, Supporting Information). Compar-
ison between the spectra of BP7A in the presence and in
the absence of K2PtCl4 shows that the H(ε) and H(δ)
protons of the histidine residue show significant shifts
(H(ε) shifts from 8.420 to 8.509 ppm, H(δ) shifts from
7.127 to 7.180 ppm), indicating strong interactions be-
tweenhistidine andPt(II) ion. The twopeaks at around6.7
and 7 ppm could be assigned to protons on the phenol
ring of tyrosine (Y), which show less obvious shifts,
suggesting much weaker interactions. Line broadening
was observed for all protons on histidine and tyrosine,
as well as for H(β) of serine (S) (at 3.6�3.8 ppm) and
threonine (T) (at 4.2�4.4 ppm), indicating certain degree
of interactions between metal ions and hydroxyl groups.
Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectroscopy (MS) was
carried out to further confirm the existence of peptide-
Pt(II) complex, where the peptide-Pt and peptide-PtCl2
species were indeed detected in the spectra. (Figure S5,
Supporting Information).43,44 It has been suggested that

Figure 2. HRTEM images of Pt NCs synthesized with different BP7A variants. (a�c) Structures of Pt NCs produced with
THSVSLY.Manymultipods show twinplanes along the pods, as indicatedby dashed lines. (d�f) Structures of Pt NCs produced
with TLHV. Similarly, twin planes are also frequently observed along the pods. (g�i) HRTEM images of Pt NCs produced with
SSY, TLGVSSY, and TLGV, respectively, showing they are single-crystal cuboctahedral shapes.
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Pt(IV) can undergo multiple-step reductions forming
partially reduced intermediate species (such as Pt(II)),45

and that six-coordinatedPt(IV) is harder tobeaccessedby
ligands than four-coordinated Pt(II).46 Therefore, it is likely
that the peptides form complexeswith intermediate Pt(II)
species and affect their reduction kinetics.47 On the
contrary to BP7A, BP7A-G shows little shifts/line broad-
ening in the presence of K2PtCl4 (Figure S6, Supporting
Information), suggesting little interactions between non-
histidine-containing peptides and precursor ions.
UV�vis measurement was carried out to study the

reduction kinetics of Pt(II) affected by the different
peptides (Figure 3j, full spectra in Figure S7, Supporting
Information).48 We monitored the reductions of Pt(II)

by sodium borohydride in the presence of BP7A and
BP7A-G, respectively. The K2PtCl4 solution (aged, con-
tainingmainly PtCl2(H2O)2) exhibits UV absorptionwith
an absorption coefficient of 1.24 � 104 M�1 cm�1 at
200 nm, while colloidal Pt NCs exhibit broad and
featureless absorption in the spectra that contributes
to a higher absorption baseline.48,49 The reduction of
Pt(II) species can therefore be monitored by recording
the decrease in the absorption near 200 nm as a
function of time (205 nm was chosen in Figure 3j).48

Upon the addition of sodium borohydride, both reac-
tions show decreased absorption near 200 nm. The
reaction with BP7A exhibits slower decrease than that
with BP7A-G, indicating the particular role of histidine

Figure 3. Pt NC growth pathways affected by the BP7A peptide. (a,b) TEM andHRTEM (insets) images of Pt NC seeds obtained
at the initial reaction stage (t = 15 s) with BP7A-G (a) and BP7A (b). (c,d) Tilting HRTEM on one of the nonspherical seeds
produced by the BP7A peptide, showing it actually bears a twin plane (indicated by the blue dashed line). (e,f) TEM images of
Pt NCs before (e) and after (f) introducing BP7A. (g,h) HRTEM images of Pt NCs obtained in (f). The blue dashed line indicates a
twin plan observed at the attachment interface. (i) NMR spectra of BP7Apeptide interactionwith K2PtCl4 (5�9 ppm range, full
spectrum in Figure S4, Supporting Information). Red arrows and dashed lines indicate the shifts of protons in the histidine
residue in the presence of Pt(II). (j) UV�vis spectra of K2PtCl4 reduction in the presence of BP7A and BP7A-G peptides
(normalized absorption at 205 nm as a function of time). (k) Scheme showing the complex formation between histidine-
containing peptides and Pt ions increases the reduction kinetic barrier, leading to small clusters (blue line) instead of large
clusters (green line) during the reduction. (l) Scheme showing two possible NC growth pathways: cluster attachment (path 1)
and adatom deposition (path 2).
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in inhibiting Pt(II) reduction. In addition, the develop-
ment of an absorption peak at around 220 nm can be
attributed to the hydrolysis and formation of PtCl(OH)-
(H2O)2

2� species.48 With BP7A, this peak barely ap-
pears compared to the reaction with BP7-G, indicating
the suppression of the hydrolysis process which could
be due to the strong binding of the peptide to the
intermediate species. Also, the development of broad
adsorption toward visible light region indicates the
formation of colloidal Pt NCs. The reaction with BP7A
shows little development of such adsorption (Figure S7,
Supporting Information), indicating much slower crys-
tal nucleation and growth in the presence of BP7A. The
slower growth rate could originate from the tight
binding and confinement of histidine-containing pep-
tide to NC surfaces.41,50

Thus far, evidence conjointly supports the following
scheme (Figure 3k,l). The complex formation between
Pt ions and the BP7A peptide, particularly with the
histidine residue, produces an extra kinetic barrier that
slows down the reduction kinetics, leading to the
formation of smaller seeds observed in previous ex-
periments (Figure 3b). Together with the tight binding
of peptides to NC surface, clusters are anticipated to
stay small for a prolonged time (blue line in Figure 3k).
As a result, cluster attachment event is likely to be
significantly enhanced within the system due to the
higher surface energy and higher mobility of small
clusters (path 1 in Figure 3l).27 On the contrast, in

control experiments with nonhistidine-containing
peptides, large clusters quickly form from faster reac-
tion (green line in Figure 3k), which usually prefer to
undergo the adatom addition crystal growth (path 2 in
Figure 3l).27 Both growth scenarios have been pre-
viously observed in situ for Pt NC growth.27,28

In the attachment growth, crystallographic matched
or mismatched attachments can occur.24 Structural
rearrangement and interface elimination can result in
single-crystal or twinned structures, with the former
more thermodynamically favored.24 The high fre-
quency of twinning in Pt NCs observed in our system
indicate specific stabilization of twin structures by the
histidine-containing peptides. To understand molecu-
lar details of the possible stabilization mechanism, we
carried out molecular dynamics simulation of peptide
adsorption on twinned versus single-crystal structures
using the CHARMM-METAL force field (Figure 4).41 The
utility of the CHARMM-METAL force field in under-
standing molecular recognition and shape-dependent
adsorption preferences has been noticed earlier.51�54

Since we mainly observed single twinned planes in Pt
NCs, we used a single twinned seed to represent
initially formed twinned cluster and a cuboctahedron
seed to represent initially formed single-crystal cluster.31

Both single twinned and single-crystal seeds remain
stable during the course of simulation and no reconstruc-
tion occurs at room temperature in aqueous solution. To
explore the roles of different fragments in the BP7A

Figure 4. Molecular dynamics simulation of peptide adsorption toward single-crystal and single twinned seed structures.
(a) Adsorption energies of peptides TLHV, SSY, and TLGV toward single-crystal and single twinned seeds, respectively.
(b) Averaged adsorption energy per amino acid toward single-crystal and single twinned seeds. (c) Representative
configurations of peptides on single-crystal and single twinned seeds.
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peptide and the specific role of histidine, fragments TLHV,
SSY, and TLGV were analyzed. In order to minimize the
effect of different peptide length, the adsorption energy
was averaged over the number of residues on each
fragment. As shown in Figure 4a,b, TLHV shows larger
adsorption energy (more negative) toward the single
twinned seed than the cuboctahedron seed (�33 vs�24
kcal/mol peptide,�8.25 vs�6 kcal/mol residue), which is
consistent with the experimental observation that the
population of twinned seeds increases with the stabiliza-
tion of TLHV (Figure 3b). In contrast, TLGV slightly favors
the cuboctahedron seed (�24 vs �23 kcal/mol peptide,
�6 vs �5.75 kcal/mol residue), which is also consistent
with the experimental result that TLGV produces single-
crystal NCs (Figure 3a). Interestingly, SSY shows larger
adsorption energy toward the single twinned seed than
the cuboctahedron seed (�25 vs �19 kcal/mol peptide,
�8.33 vs �6 kcal/mol residue), indicating it also has
certain degree of stabilization toward twinned structure.
However, it produces single-crystalNCs in theexperiment
(Figure 1d). This can be attributed to the weaker interac-
tion between SSY and Pt ions, supported by little NMR
peak shift observed for the phenol protons (Figures S3,
S4, S6, Supporting Information). Therefore, we suggest it
is the synergetic effects, i.e., the strong interaction be-
tween histidine and Pt ions and the preferential stabiliza-
tion of {111} facets, that contribute to the formation of
twinned seeds in Pt NCs. While SSY cannot generate twin
seeds, it can stabilize them once generated. This can
explain the experimental observation that the whole
peptide sequence BP7A (TLHVSSY) produces longer pods
than the fragment TLHV (Figure 1a,c), which suggests
that SSY promotes the continual growth of pods along
twin planes. With this hypothesis, we introduced SSY
into reactions with TLHV, and did observe the promotion
of pod growth in Pt multipods, with higher SSY concen-
tration leading to longer pods (Figure S8, Supporting
Information).
It is quite interesting that both TLHV and SSY can

stabilize twinned seeds. Configurations of TLHV and
SSY were examined to study the molecular origin of
their stabilization effect (Figure 4c). Both TLHV and SSY
have aromatic rings on their side chain, showing strong
adsorption toward {111} planes of FCC metals accord-
ing to soft epitaxial and geometric matching.51,52 As
shown in Figure 4c, both the imidazole ring of histidine
and the phenol ring of tyrosine lie on {111} planes of
the single twinned seeds matching the hexagonal
lattice pattern. For FCC metals, twinning occurs on
{111} planes, which could break the symmetry and
increase the fraction of {111} facets on exposed sur-
face.26 From the molecular models, we note a major
difference between twinned and single-crystal seeds in
the bounded {111}/{100} facet ratio (twinned seed:
57/43; single-crystal seed: 37/63). In the presence of
themotif that preferentially binds to {111} planes, twin
structures may thus be favored over single-crystal

seeds. This is also manifested in the root-mean-square
displacement (RMSD) calculation of histidine residue
generated in simulation, which shows a much smaller
value on single twinned seeds when compared to cub-
octahedral seeds, indicating tighter binding of the histi-
dine residue on the surface of the single twinned seed
(Figure S9, Supporting Information).
To conclude, we have carried out detailed mecha-

nistic studies on the twin formation in Pt NCsmediated
by the BP7A peptide, which suggest two necessary
conditions for the formation of twinned structures: (1)
the decelerated reduction kinetics and the altered
crystal growth pathway through the strong interaction
between the histidine residue and Pt ions, and (2) the
preferential stabilization of {111} planes, which can
lead to the favorable stabilization of twinned seeds.We
further applied our mechanistic understanding on
biomimetic specific binding to the rational selection
and design of small capping molecules for the synthe-
sis of twinned structures of noble metals other than Pt,
i.e., Pd and Rh. We started with a histidine analogous
small molecule imidazole and further chose benzimi-
dazole, which bears an additional benzene ring. A
modified polyol reduction method to synthesize single-
crystal cuboctahedral Pd and Rh NCs was used,55

wherein imidazole or benzimidazole were introduced
as additives. Without the introduction of the small mol-
ecules, resultant Pd NCs show slightly truncated octahe-
dral shape (Figure 5b,c) and Rh NCs display truncated
cube shape (Figure 5i,j), which are all single-crystal in
nature. When imidazole was introduced, Pd NCs show
increased population of icosahedra (Figure 5d,e, about
50% icosahedra). For Rh NCs, twinned structures in a
mixture of single twins andmultiple twins also increase in
percentage, with single twins prevailing over multiple
twins (Figure 5k,l). The HRTEM image in Figure 5l shows
a typical single twinned Rh NC, and more structural
characterizations are shown in Figure S10 (Supporting
Information). Following the second derived principle that
stabilizing {111} facet can favor the stabilization and
growthof twin structures of FCCmetal NCs,we tested the
effect of benzimidazole, which is expected to have
enhanced adsorption toward {111} facets as a result of
its additional benzene ring.35,51,52,56 Supporting our hy-
pothesis, both Pd and Rh NCs synthesized with benzimi-
dazole show further increased yields in multiple twinned
NCs. For Pd NCs, icosahedra appear as the dominant final
shape (Figure 5f,g). For Rh NCs, multiple twins appear as
the preferred structure, exceeding the population of
single twinned ones (Figure 5m,n, Figure S11, Supporting
Information). The increment ofmultiple twinnedNCs can
be attributed to the stronger adsorption of benzimida-
zole molecules to {111} facets, compensating the strain
energy produced by the twin formation.8,11,22,26 The
formation of different twinned structures, i.e., single twin,
5-fold twin (dodecahedron) or 20-fold twin (icosahedra)
likely involves more factors. Metal ion-ligand complex
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coordination, reduction kinetics, growth pathway, twin
formation energy, and surface energy can all play a role in
more selective NC growth.8,9,45,48,49,56 Our demonstration
here provides the ground for further exploration of funda-
mental understandings of twin formation and of synthetic
approaches that could rationalize twin formation through
the design of appropriate capping molecules.
EngineeringNCswith twin structures can be beneficial

for catalytic and electrocatalytic performances.14,38 As a
demonstration, we studied the hydrogenation of nitro-
benzene catalyzedbyPdNCs, aneffectivehydrogenation
catalyst.57 We compared catalytic activities between
single-crystal and multiple twinned Pd NCs (Table 1). In
a typical reaction, nitrobenzene is converted into aniline
in hydrogen gas by Pd NCs.57 Both single-crystal and
multiple twinned Pd NCs show effective conversion of
nitrobenzene (Figure S12, Supporting Information), with
the twinnedNCsdisplayingamuch faster conversion rate
than the single-crystal ones. For example, nearly 100%
conversion was achieved in 105 min for twinned NCs,
while it took150min to reach100%conversion for single-
crystal NCs. The catalytic activity was further normalized
to the intrinsic turnover frequency (TOF, defined as the
nitrobenzene conversion per surface metal atom per

second). The TOFs of single-crystal and multiple twinned
NCs were calculated to be 373 h�1 and 694 h�1, respec-
tively, indicating improved catalytic activity in the pre-
sence of twin structures. The enhanced performance can
be ascribed to the improved hydrogen adsorption cap-
ability of multiple twinned NCs and the more active
surface atoms due to strain.14,58,59 The large TOF differ-
ence clearly demonstrates that twinning inNCs canbe an
effective strategy to improve the catalytic performance.
Moreover, as revealed by TEM characterizations, NCs
maintain their morphology after catalytic reactions
(Figure S13, Supporting Information).

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied themechanism of twin
formation in Pt NC growth under the influence of a
specific Pt binding peptide BP7A and have discovered

Figure 5. Pd and Rh NCs synthesized with imidazole and benzimidazole. Conditions were kept the same for all reactions,
except for the use of imidazole and benzimidazole as additives. (a) Percentage of single-crystal (SC), single twinned (ST) and
multiple twinned (MT) PdNCs synthesized in (b,d,f). (b�g) TEM/HRTEM images of PdNCs synthesizedwith no additive (blank),
with imidazole, and with benzimidazole, respectively. (h) Percentage of single-crystal (SC), single twinned (ST) and multiple
twinned (MT) Rh NCs synthesized in (i,k,m). (i�n) TEM/HRTEM images of Rh NCs synthesized with no additive (blank), with
imidazole, and with benzimidazole, respectively.

TABLE 1. Catalytic Results of Nitrobenzene Hydro-

genation by Pd NCs

Pd NCs mole of surface atoms conversion at 60 min (%) TOF (h�1)

single-crystal 1.345 � 10�6 41.82 373
multiple-twinned 1.21 � 10�6 70.02 694
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two key roles played by the peptide. Most importantly,
the histidine residue in BP7A is found to interact
strongly and form complexes with Pt ions, which
decelerates the reduction kinetics of Pt precursors
and leads to increased Pt NC growth through cluster
attachment. At the same time, the histidine residue
shows specific stabilization toward twinned seeds
through the strong adsorption and stabilization of
{111} planes. Interestingly, the tyrosine residue, show-
ing similar stabilization toward twinned seeds due to
its affinity to {111} planes, cannot produce twinned
Pt NCs due to the lack of ability to generate twin seeds

through decelerating reaction kinetics. We have ap-
plied our discovered principles to design small organic
molecules for Pd and Rh NC synthesis and obtained
anticipated twinned structures. We have further de-
monstrated the twinned Pd NCs showmuch improved
catalytic activity in the hydrogenation of nitrobenzene
when compared with single-crystal NCs. Our studies
demonstrate the mechanistic understanding and the
broad applicability of biomimetic principles, which
provides a potential platform for further exploration
of rational biomimetic design and engineering of nano-
scale features.

METHODS

Chemicals. Chloroplatinic acid hydrate (H2PtCl6 3 xH2O,
Sigma), potassium tetrachloroplatinate (K2PtCl4, Sigma), sodium
tetrachloropalladate (Na2PdCl4, Sigma), sodium hexachlororho-
date (Na3RhCl6, Sigma), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Sigma),
ascorbic acid (C6H8O6, Sigma), ethylene glycol (C2H6O2,
Sigma), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, average mol wt: 55 000,
Sigma), imidazole (C3H4N2, Sigma), benzimidazole (C7H6N2,
Sigma). All chemicals were applied as received without further
purification.

Peptide Synthesis. Peptides were synthesized by fmoc solid
phase peptide synthesis technique using a CS 336X synthesizer
(C S Bio).40 The N- and C-terminals of all peptides were acylated
and amidated, respectively, to reduce interfering electrostatic
interactions. The as-synthesized peptides were purified on a
Beckman�Coulter Gold high performance liquid chromato-
graphy (HPLC) and characterized on a Shimadzu 2010 EV
liquid chromatography mass spectrometer (LC�MS) before
usage.

NC Synthesis. Pt NCs were synthesized in aqueous condition
at room temperature using peptides as surfactants. In a typical
synthesis, H2PtCl6 solution (10mM), peptide solution (1 mg/mL)
and H2O were mixed in a glass vial to desired concentrations.
NaBH4 solution (50 mM) and ascorbic acid solution (50 mM)
were freshly prepared. The ascorbic acid solution was first
introduced into the glass vial, followed by the injection of
NaBH4 solution. The final concentrations were 1mM for H2PtCl6,
1 mM for ascorbic acid, and 0.08 mM for NaBH4, respectively.
NaBH4 initiates the nucleation process; however, it diminishes
quickly after reacting with water. Ascorbic acid can then con-
tinue to reduce the residual Pt ion precursor to produce Pt
atoms. The Pt NCs were allowed to grow 1 h before character-
ization. Pd and Rh NCs were synthesized employing the
polyol reaction using PVP and small molecules (imidazole/
benzimidazole) as surfactants. Ethylene glycol was used as the
solvent and reducing agent. In a typical synthesis, PVP and small
molecules were dissolved in EG to desired concentrations
and heated to 160 �C in an oil bath. Then, Na2PdCl4 or Na3RhCl6
solutions were introduced dropwise (0.6 mL in 3 min). The
final concentrations were 50 mM for PVP, 15 mM for Na2PdCl4
or Na3RhCl6 and 10 mM for small molecules, respectively.
The NCs were allowed to grow 1 h before collection and
characterization.

Characterization. NC morphologies were characterized on a
FEI CM120 TEM operated at 120 kV and a FEI TITAN STEM
operated at 300 kV. FFT (fast Fourier transform) diffraction
patterns were generated using the Gatan Digital Micrograph
Program. The 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra
were recorded using a Bruker AVANCE 400 MHz spectrometer
equipped with 5 mm broadband probe head. The samples
were dissolved in D2O and measured at 25 �C. These 1-D
measurements were recorded at with 8000 data points and
repetition delay of 2 s. The spectra were processed using Topsin
3.2 software. Pt NC reduction kinetics was monitored on a

Beckman�Coulter DU 800 spectrophotometer collected be-
tween 200 and 400 nm. The reaction was carried out in a quartz
cell (1 cm path length) with K2PtCl4 (0.1 mM) as the precursor,
NaBH4 (0.1 mM) as the reducing agent, and peptides (0.1 mg/mL)
as the surfactant.

Nitrobenzene Hydrogenation. Pd NCs were washed repeatedly
with ethanol before catalytic reaction. The concentration of
catalysts was determined by the inductively coupled plasma
atomic emission spectroscopy (TJA RADIAL IRIS 1000 ICP-AES).
The reaction was carried out at room temperature. The reac-
tion time was 3.5 h. In a typical catalytic reaction, nitrobenzene
(1.2 mmol), Pd catalysts suspension in ethanol (7.5 mM, 1.0 mL)
and ethanol (9.0 mL) were mixed together and placed into a
glass pressure vessel. In order to remove the air from the
reaction system, the vessel was purged with H2 before the
catalytic reaction. Then, the vessel was pressurized with 1 bar.
During the catalytic experiment, the pressure of H2 was main-
tained constant. The intermediate catalytic products produced
at different reaction time were analyzed by GC�MS (Shimadzu
QP 2010 Plus). The calculation of the turnover frequency (TOF)
is described in the Supporting Information.

Simulation. Adsorption energies and configurations of pep-
tides TLHV, TLGV, and SSY on single-crystal seed vs single
twinned seedwere computed bymolecular dynamic simulation
using the CHARMM-METAL force field, the Nanoscale Molecular
Dynamics program (NAMD), Hyperchem, and Materials Studio.41

Simulation details are provided in the Supporting Information.
All trajectories and identified representative conformationsof the
peptides on the surfaces and individual epitaxial contacts that
contributed significantly to the adsorption energy were visually
analyzed. Consensus adsorption energies were calculated, and
uncertainties were determined using block averages across
multiple trajectories (typically < ( 1 kcal/mol).
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